
Concreting Business for Sale Brisbane

Location:Brisbane
Asking: $295,000
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Services-Other / 
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+61 450 484 008 or +61 7 
3831 2300

aubizbuysell.com.au/107070

LINK Business Brisbane
Broker Ref: BR01223 
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Cement Your Future Concreting Business Brisbane
This family-owned concreting business was founded 2007 and has built an excellent reputation with its
clientele and is renowned for their professionalism and friendly service.

They have established a strong customer base within both the domestic and commercial marketplace.

Specialising in house and shed slabs, driveways, pool areas, steps and decorative surfaces such as
stencilling, colourings and exposed aggregate.

Key highlights:

- Trading for over 15 years
- Trades 5 days a week
- All plant and equipment included in the sale price
- Excellent reputation within the construction industry
- Well known successful business
- Renowned for their professionalism and friendly service
- Qualified concenters and block layers
- Home based business

The current owner will provide support during the handover period ensuring the new owner a smooth
transition into the business and cementing all their knowledge to the new owner.

Be a great opportunity for an experienced concretor to operate or an acquisition for a larger company
to take on concreting as a division to their construction trades business and provide for entire project
services.

For further information please complete an online confidentiality agreement at
www.linkbusiness.com.au/businesses-for-sale/ca/BR01223

Ready. Setâ€¦.Don\'t delay in contacting Roland West on 0450 484 008 for any further information on
this fantastic opportunity or to arrange a site inspection.
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